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Abstract
A new concentrating geometry was designed and optimized for a PV/T system low latitudes in
the southern region of Europe, specifically, Lisbon, Milan and Luga. The collector is an asymmetrical
parabolic concentrator with a double sided receiver with a solar PV panel on each surface. With an
initial meteorological and optical analysis, an estimation was obtained for three concentrating system
designs. These three designs were simulated in a ray-tracing software named Tonatiuh, obtaining the
irradiance distributions on each surface of the receiver. In the final step, an algorithm with a thermal,
an electric and economic model was programmed in Mathematica, and used to obtain the design with
the lowest production costs per unit of electric energy. A new collector design with an effective concentration of 1.83 was obtained. This new design achieves a more uniform incident irradiance distribution
on the bottom surface and it is, at least, 18.5% cheaper than the initial design. For Lisbon, the annual
electric energy output obtained was (176.67±14.78) kW h, and the annual thermal energy output was
(495.19±2.72) kW h, with a cost of 0.152 e kW−1 h−1 . For Milan, the annual electric energy output obtained was (131.86±12.39) kW h, and the annual thermal energy output was (359.56±2.15) kW h, with
a cost of 0.204 e kW−1 h−1 . For Luga, the annual electric energy output obtained was (190.94±14.38)
kW h, and the annual thermal energy output was (565.70±3.06) kW h, with a cost of 0.141 e kW−1 h−1 .
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1. Introduction
The main objective of this thesis is to optimize
the design of the solar concentrator for a PV/T
System made by Solarus for lower latitudes, in
this specific case southern Europe. In this thesis, we will conduct a case study to determine the
best concentrator geometry and overall design in
these selected regions: Lisbon (3843’N 99’W), Milan (4537’N 844’E) and Luga (3550’N 1426’E).

hibiting these facts, fossil fuels are still the biggest
source of energy on the planet, having a 78.3% share
in the energy consumption, while all the renewable
energy sources represent less than 20% of world energy production [4].
In this context, it is necessary to find alternatives
to improve the current situation. One of them is to
increase the efficiency in all current technologies.
However, one of the most effective measures is to
invest in renewable energies, in particular focusing
in producing energy from the sun [1].
The sun is the closest star to the earth, and it
irradiates approximately 8 × 1016 W , which during an entire year it gives a total of approximately
2.52 × 1024 J [18]. This value is more than 4000
times greater than the current energy consumption.
Presently, there are several technologies that use
different ways to harness solar power. One of them
is based on photovoltaic modules (PV), containing
photovoltaic cells, in which the solar radiation is
transformed into electric power, using the photovoltaic effect. There are several applications of PV
such as those which provide energy for a house or
to be injected into the electric network and thermal
heating and cooling.

1.1. Motivation
The US Information Administration stated, in
the Annual Energy Outlook of 2007, that the “energy demand is expected to increase considerably
in the coming years as the result of population
growth and economic development”. At the end of
2014 it was estimated that the world total primary
energy supply (TPES) was around 13 699 Mtoe
(≈ 5.7 × 1020 J) [2], which is an huge value that will
keep growing. The increase of consumption of energy results in the increase in CO2 emissions, which,
by the end of 2014, had reached the value of 32.4
GtCO2 [1].
Although several governmental agencies and the
vast majority of the scientific community keep ex1

In this thesis, we will study a photovoltaic thermal (PV/T) collector with a concentrator. A PV/T
is a hybrid unit that combines a photovoltaic module and solar thermal components, which produce
both electricity and heat in an integrated system
[8, 9, 13, 22].

tured by melting silicon and solidifying it to orient
crystals in a fixed direction [7].

1.2. Photovoltaic systems
Photovoltaic conversion is the direct conversion of
sunlight into electricity without any heat engine to
interfere. Photovoltaic devices are rugged and simple in design, requiring very little maintenance, and
their biggest advantage resides in their construction as stand-alone systems to give outputs from
microwatts to megawatts. Hence they are used for
power source, water pumping, remote buildings, solar home systems, communications, satellites and
space vehicles, reverse osmosis plants, and for even
megawatt-scale power plants. With such a vast array of applications, the demand for photovoltaic
technology is increasing every year [16].
The first operational PV device was conceived by
Fritts in 1883. The device was made by melting
Selenium on a thin sheet of metal and pressed with
a silver on top [15]. In 1954, a modern PV device
was designed in the Bell Labs in the USA. They discovered that pn-junction diodes generated a voltage when light iluminated the device, and a year
later they achieved an efficiency of approximately
6% [15].
To produce electric current, a solar cell is made
of a material that can transform incident solar radiation into electric current through photovoltaic effect. In 2015, 69.5% of solar cells were produced using poli-crystalline silicon, with 23.9% using monocrystalline silicon and just 6.6% using thin film solar
cells [3]. Bellow a quick description of the different
types of solar cells will be presented.

1.2.2. Thin film solar cells
The current research in solar cell thin film technology is to discover a new method to reduce the
cost in comparison with crystalline silicon cells with
no decrease in the cells life expectancy. These cells
are manufactured through deposition of thin layers
of materials on different substrates using sputtering
tools.
This method creates wafers a lot thinner (10 µm)
compared to regular crystalline wafers (1̃00 µm),
and can also be flexible depending on the materials
used. This method guarantees a low manufacturing
cost due to the high precision of material deposition
and lower material cost. However, it also diminishes
the efficiency of the solar cells because there is a
lower quantity of material used to absorb incident
solar radiation.
Two examples of thin film solar cells are the
amorphous silicon and cadmium telluride or cadmium sulphide/cadmium telluride.
The first one is also a silicon based solar cell,
but has an lower efficiency (12%) compared to the
crystalline solar cells. Since these solar cells have
atoms randomly located from each other, there is a
higher band gap that allows a stronger absorption of
solar on radiation on the visible spectrum compared
to the infra-red one.
Cadmium telluride solar cells have an efficiency
around 15%. Since this material is very easy to
deposit, these cells are ideal to be used in large-scale
production. The downside of these solar cells is the
fact that cadmium is highly toxic and harmful to
the environment, and tellurium is rare, thus costly
material [7].

1.2.1. Crystalline silicon solar cells
As stated previously, the most commonly used
solar cells are made of silicon. In this group the
most efficient are the mono-crystalline cells with
an efficiency around 23% under STC (standard test
conditions) [7], although the working efficiency always tends to be lower. The production of these
cells is based on the Czochralski method that cultivates cells using a single crystal ingot. The downside of mono-crystalline cells is that, for higher
wavelengths, the energy harvested from the sun decreases. Also, the cells heat up due thermal dissipation, decreasing even further the overall efficiency.
The second most efficient silicon solar cells, which
coincidentally are the most used, are the polycrystalline silicon cells, with efficiency of around
15%. These solar cells were manufactured to reduce costs and increase production in comparison
to mono-crystalline silicon cells. They are manufac-

1.3. Thermal collectors
To harness heat from the sun solar collectors are
one of the most known methods. A solar collector
is a special kind of heat exchanger that transforms
solar radiant energy into heat. A solar collector
differs from more conventional heat exchangers in
several aspects. The latter usually accomplishes a
fluid-to-fluid exchange with high heat transfer rates
neglecting radiation as a factor. In the solar collector, energy transfer is from a distant source of
radiant energy to a fluid. The flux of incident radiation is, at best, approximately 1000 W m−2 (without concentration), and it varies. The wavelength
range is from 0.3 µm to 3 µm, which is considerably shorter than that of the emitted radiation from
most energy-absorbing surfaces. Thus, the analysis
of solar collectors presents unique problems of low
and variable energy fluxes and the relatively large
importance of radiation [11].
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1.4. Hybrid photovoltaic and thermal systems
A hybrid photovoltaic thermal system, or just
PV/T , is a system that produces both electricity through photovoltaic effect, and low thermal energy by collecting dissipating heat. The first studies
made for PV/T collectors are from the early mid
1970’s, with many improvements and adjustments.
In Figure 3, we depict the main features of a flatplate PV/T collector.

1.3.1. Flat-plate collectors
Flat-plate collectors can be designed for applications requiring energy delivery at moderate temperatures, up to perhaps 100 C above ambient temperature. They use both beam and diffuse solar radiation, do not require tracking of the sun, and require
little maintenance. They are mechanically simpler
than concentrating collectors. The major applications of these units are in solar water heating, building heating, air conditioning, and industrial process
heat [11].
The important parts of a typical liquid heating flat-plate solar collector, as shown in Figure
1, are the “black” solar energy-absorbing surface
with means for transferring the absorbed energy
to a fluid, envelopes transparent to solar radiation
over the solar absorber surface that reduce convection and radiation losses to the atmosphere, and
back insulation to reduce conduction losses. Figure
1 depicts a water heater, and most of the analysis of this chapter is concerned with this geometry.
Air heaters are fundamentally the same except that
the fluid tubes are replaced by ducts. Flat-plate
collectors are almost always mounted in a stationary position (e.g., as an integral part of a wall or
roof structure) with an orientation optimized for the
particular location in question for the time of year
in which the solar device is intended to operate [11].

Figure 3: Main features of a flat-plate PVT collector [9].
There are several equipments that can be chosen, such as air, water, or evaporative collectors,
monocrystalline/polycrystalline/amorphous silicon
(c-Si/pc-Si/a-Si) or thin-film solar cells, flat-plate
or concentrator types, glazed or unglazed panels,
natural or forced fluid flow, stand-alone or buildingintegrated features [9, 22].
The main purpose of a PV/T system is to convert
the sun’s radiant energy into electricity and to utilize the non-converted energy to produce low temperature thermal energy. In a regular PV module
between 4% to 17% of the incoming solar radiation
is converted into electricity. This means that more
than 50% of the incident solar radiation, excluding reflective losses, is converted into heat which
can be used to heat a working fluid. This method
is extremely useful, because the PV modules lose
around 0.4% per 1 C for crystalline Silicon cells. If
it is exposed to prolonged periods of thermal stress
due to the heat, the structure may suffer permanent damage, so this solution prevents these two
disadvantages of PV modules [9].
There exist three different types for of PV/T systems: air PV/T collectors, liquid PV/T collectors
(both are flat-plate collectors) and PV/T concentrators, which is a PV/T that contains a solar concentrator [8, 9, 13, 22].
For a concentrating system it is possible to use
lenses or reflectors. These systems can be grouped
into three categories: single cells, linear geometry,
and densely packed modules.
The PV/T concentrator (c-PV/T) systems are
used to operate at medium (100 C <T < 400 C) to

Figure 1: Cross section of a basic flat-plate solar
collector (cf. [11]).
In Figure 2 we can see a flat-plate collector that
has porous media in the second channel, which increases the outlet temperature of the fluid and consequently the overall thermal efficiency of the collector [20].

Figure 2: Schematic of the double-passage solar collector with porous media in second channel [20].
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high (400 C < T < 4000 C) temperatures, contrary
to flat-plate systems, which operate at peak performance at low (T < 100 C) temperatures. Additionally, replacing the effective area of the collector
from PV modules to reflectors decreases the cost
of the whole system. Moreover by increasing the
radiation intensity on the cells the power output
is maintained [9, 13, 22]. In Figure 4, we show an
example of a C-PV/T with its main features.
Figure 5: PV/T systems with booster diffuse reflectors: (a) horizontal building roof system installation; (b) PV/T+REF experimental system with
indication of diffuse reflected solar rays (cf. [21]).
This decision was also taken due to constraints of
the ray-tracing program Tonatiuh, which doesn’t allow the simulation of a more detailed description of
Figure 4: The schematic model of a double-pass the diffuse radiation.
This model is an isotropic model which breaks
photovoltaic thermal solar collector with CPC and
down
the radiation into three components: beam
fins (cf. [22]).
Gb , isotropic diffuse Gd , and ground reflected radiation. For the isotropic diffuse and the ground reAs stated by [21], in stationary photovoltaic inflected radiation each have respectively a view facstallations, the PV modules are usually placed in
tor of Fc−s = (1+cos β)/2 and Fc−s = (1−cos β)/2.
parallel rows, with a distance between them to avoid
The ground reflected radiation is a parcel of the toshading. A fraction of the incoming solar radiation
tal solar radiation given by the diffuse reflectance
on the horizontal PV installation is not used by PV
ρg . The total solar radiation incident on a tilted
modules from Spring to Autumn, as solar rays are
surface with tilt β is given by
striking the free horizontal surface between the parallel PV rows, because of the higher sun altitude.




This fraction of radiation could be partially used by G = G R + G 1 + cos β + Gρ 1 − cos β .
g
t
b b
d
2
2
the PV modules. So it is suggested to use booster
(1)
diffuse reflectors to be placed between the parallel
PV rows, as shown in Figure 5, increasing insulation
on the PV surface. The diffuse booster reflectors 2.2. The standard roof integrated MaReCo
As it is described at [5], and shown in Figure 6,
achieve a smoother distribution of the additional
the
standard roof integrated MaReCo has no upper
solar radiation on the PV surface, which can be alreflector
and the inverted absorber is placed just unmost uniform for a proper reflector PV/T system
derneath
the cover. The whole design is then tilted
geometry (see Figure 5(b)). The additional solar
to
the
roof
angle. All radiation up to the cover glass
input on the surface of PV modules is lower than
is
accepted.
The optical axis should be pointed at
that of specular reflectors, but diffuse reflectors are
◦
an
angle
of
60
above the horizon in high latitudes.
cheaper and can be easily combined with typical
This
means
that
the geometry is determined by the
size PV modules. In hybrid PV/T systems this adroof
angle.
With
a 30◦ roof tilt the area concentraditional solar input can increase their thermal and
electrical output, keeping PV temperature at a rea- tion for the top and bottom receivers together C is
1.5.
sonable level.
The ratio between the beam radiation incident on
2. Background
the aperture of the concentrator and the amount
2.1. Isotropic Sky
that reaches the bottom receiver, beam efficiency,
To characterize the dependence of the concentra- for this is MaReCo is about 0.69, while for the top
tor geometry, the tilt β and the aperture of the con- receiver is around 0.83. The roof MaReCo shows a
centrator, in relation to the atmospheric conditions, rather high annual energy output, 925 MJ m−2 at
it’s important to properly define how the beam and Twater = 75◦ C, only slightly lower than a flat plate
diffuse radiation interact with sloped surfaces.
collector energy output at Twater = 75◦ C approxiIn this thesis, we will use the Liu-Jordan isotropic mately 1012 MJ m−2 .
model description of the sky. This approach may
By doing a quick economic analysis of the cost
be less detailed and more conservative than an of the stand-alone MaReCo in comparison with a
anisotropic description, but it is easier to compute. regular pv panel with the same surface area, using
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just the cost of the solar cells and silicone encapB.O.S.Aef f + Cell
sulation and the reflector. We conclude that the
Cost =
A.D.R.
(2)
Ein
cost of a regular PV panel is about 106.5 e and the
stand alone MaReCo is about 93 e, so a difference
The B.O.S. is the cost of all the elements of
approximately 12.7% in costs.
the system minus the cost of the solar cells, Cell
is cost of all the solar cells used in the system and
Ein is the electrical energy produced by the system. The energy Ein is obtained by multiplying
the total solar radiation incident on both sides of
the receiver by the efficiency of the solar cells ηpv
= 0.191. The A.D.R. is the annual discount rate
which is expressed by
t(1 + t)n
,
(3)
A.D.R. =
Figure 6: Section of the roof integrated MaReCo
(1 + t)n − 1
design for a roof angle of 30. Optical axis 90 from
where t is the interest of our system and n is the
the cover glass (cf. [5]).
number of years until the system is obsolete. For
our study, we impose an interest of 10% we assume
2.3. Tonatiuh ray-tracing software
that it will take 25 years for our system to become
Tonatiuh is an open source ray-tracing soft- obsolete.
ware implemented in C++ that generates rays with
In this thesis the thermal energy isn’t used as
Monte-Carlo methods (cf. [12, 19]). This software a factor in the determination of the ideal optical
enables modelling of concentrating systems that are configuration, because it is evaluated as secondary
described by interactions between the incident solar form of energy production that takes advantage of
radiation and surface of the receivers that are part the unused solar energy of the photovoltaic effect.
of those concentrating systems. From the available
This analysis will be a preliminary estimation to
documentation of the Tonatiuh software (see [6]), narrow down the options that will be simulated in
the solar radiation is represented as an incident flux the ray-tracing program further ahead.
given by the power per unit area of aperture, and
In Table 1 are displayed the results of the estimathis value is defined by the user. This flux is de- tion of the tilts β and ratios a1 /f which maximize
scribed by a bundle of photons, mapped by a proba- the collected solar radiation at the lowest possible
bility distribution that pass through the aperture of cost for both the original design MaReCo 1.0 and
the system, interacting with all the elements of the the new design MaReCo 2.0 for the different resystem until it reaches the receiver surface. After gions. The ratio a1 /f for the parabolic reflector is,
the photons reach this surface, it is possible to com- for all the regions, very close to 2.0, which indicates
pute the incident flux of radiation, the correspond- that it isn’t economically appealing to increase the
ing radiation distribution, and the total power inci- height of the parabolic reflector h above the focal
dent on the surface. The design of the the optic sys- distance f , because the shading of the reflector on
tem is accomplished by a 3-D state-of-the-art GUI the top surface receiver and reflector aperture isn’t
that enables the user to construct and simulate the negligible.
behaviour of each component during its design.
3. Implementation
3.1. Optic and Economic analysis
Although, all the regions have similar latitude,
their meteorological conditions are different, taken
that in consideration a thorough investigation is
needed.
Recall that the main focus of this thesis is to design a concentrator that doesn’t require tracking.
Hence, we need to take special consideration its orientation, slope and acceptance angle to obtain the
maximum efficiency for the lowest price. To achieve
this, we made a similar optic analysis to the one presented in [11]. We obtain the cost of the energy for
the system for a specific climate in annual terms
(cf. [15])

Table 1: Results of the estimation of the geometrical configuration of the concentrating PV/T system
for Lisbon, Milan and Luga.
MaReCo 1.0 MaReCo 2.0
Region
β(◦ ) a1 /f β(◦ ) a1 /f
Lisbon
Milan
Luga

12
19
10

2.2

8
14
7

1.9
2.0
1.9

The cost of the materials used in the construction
of the MaReCo 1.0 are displayed in Table 2. These
values correspond to a MaReCo configuration with
a ratio a1 /f of 2.21. This cost will be scaled for the
5

other configurations according to the surface area thermal network is simplified, because we neglect
of the material used in this set-up.
the smaller resistances and that the heat dissipated
by radiation is approximately the same has by convection and conduction trough the air spacing and
Table 2: Components costs and dimensions for the the convection to the ambient [11].
MaReCo 1.0, with focal point f = 144.5 mm, ratio
a1 /f = 2.21 and receiver width of 157 mm.
Components

Cost (e)

Area (m2 )

Solar Cells
Reflector
Solar Glass

37.19
21.8
15.2

0.148 × 2.310
1.481
0.5 × 2.29

Plastic frames

28.46

Plastic gables
Other components

20.60
165.36

0.5 × 0.0355
+ 0.5 × 0.0512
0.2 × 0.5
-

After the simulation of the estimated geometries
for the concentrator, it’s necessary to process the
data obtained by the ray-tracing method. We will
study the electric and thermal behaviour of the system since the receiver of the concentrator is a com- Figure 8: Simplified thermal network for both the
bination of a photovoltaic array of solar cells and top and bottom photovoltaic solar cell modules.
an aluminium absorber.
This way, the heat transfer, Q̇, in the system for
3.2. Absorber thermal model
both the top and bottom solar cells array is given
To obtain both the electric and thermal output
by
of the solar collecting system, it’s first necessary to
determine the operational temperature of the cells,
Q̇sun,th = Q̇amb + Q̇water ,
(4)
which we will denote by Tcell . In Figure 7, there are
four different layers for the receiver. Layer number where, Q̇sun,th is the power absorbed by the solar
1 corresponds to the aluminium slab that serves as cells and turned into thermal energy, Q̇amb is the
an heat collector, which transfers conductive heat heat transferred to the ambient and Q̇water is all
to the water that flow trough the elliptical tubes. the heat transferred to the water.
Layers numbers 2 and 4 correspond to the silicone
The solar cells in the receiver of the concentratcoating of the solar cells that give a thermal and ing system absorb the majority of the incident irraelectric insulation. Finally, layer number 3 corre- diance, with an absorption coefficient αp v = 0.95,
spond to the top and bottom solar cell arrays.
however only a fraction, η = 0.191, of the incident
irradiance is converted into electricity. We assume
that the all the irradiance that isn’t converted into
electricity, αpv − η, is transformed into internal energy in the solar cells
Q̇sun,th = (αpv − η)Acell Gin ,

(5)

The heat transferred to the ambient Q̇amb from
the solar cell is

Figure 7: Transversal view of the receiver of the
concentrating PV/T system. layer 1 - aluminium
slab, layers 2 and 4 - silicone coating, and layer 3 solar cells .

Q̇amb = −Uamb Acell (Tamb − Tcell ),

(6)

where Uamb is equivalent conductance between the
solar cells and the ambient.
For the characterization of the thermal network The heat transferred from the cell to the water
presented in Figure 8, we assume that for the bot- q
water is the heat which isn’t dissipated to the amtom half of the receiver all the heat that is dis- bient, i.e.,
sipated by the silicone exits through the reflector
aperture, and so, the glass cover is assumed to be
Q̇water = −Uwater Acell (Twater − Tcell )
(7)
directly bellow the bottom half silicone layer. This
6

where Uwater is equivalent conductance from the
cell to the water and Asurf,tube is the surface area
of each elliptical tube.
We will also consider that both the air spacing
for the bottom and top side for the MaReCo 1.0
are approximately an air cavity with a constant resistance of Rair,B = 0.22 m2 K W−1 and Rair,T =
0.20 m2 K W−1 respectively [10]. This approximation is possible, because for air spacing bigger than
20 mm the heat convection is constant [11].
This way, the conductance of the heat transferred to the ambient for the top side, in the case Figure 9: Schematic of the standard five-parameter
equivalent electric circuit of a photovoltaic solar
of MaReCo 1.0 with ∆air = 35 mm, is
cell.
1
(8)
Uamb,T = Rair,T
1
+ 2hwind
where V is the terminal voltage, and Vt = Kb T /q is
2
the thermal voltage. Which varies with the temperand for a small air spacing, in the case of MaReCo ature T and depends on the Boltzmann’s constant
2.0 with ∆air = 3 mm, is
KB and the electron charge q.
To determine the five parameters the system will
1
.
(9) be evaluated in three different configurations: when
Uamb,T = ∆air
1
2kair + 2hwind
the circuit is open, when it’s short circuited and at
Meanwhile, the conductance of the heat transferred the maximum power point (MPP). The configurato the ambient for the bottom side for an air cavity tions will function at STC conditions, i.e, with irradiance incident on the solar cell at 1000 W/m2 ,
∆air = 144.5 mm is
temperature at 25◦ C and with an air mass AM of
1
1.5. From these three configurations we constructed
Uamb,B = Rair,B
.
(10)
1
a system of five equations: (13) and eqs. (14) to (17)
+
2
2hwind
with five parameters that characterize a single solar
Finally, the conductance of the heat transferred to cell, thus uniquely solvable. We will use the Newthe water is
tons method for non-linear equations, with linear
approximation to numerically solve it.
1
Uwater = ∆sil2
.
(11)
Acell
1




ksil + hwater 8Asurf,tube
Voc
Voc
+ Is exp
−1 .
(13)
Ipv =
Rsh
mVt
3.3. Photoelectric array model
To analyse the photovoltaic array of solar cells,
we need to focus on the performance of each cell
and how that influences the whole system. For
that purpose, we will implement the standard fiveparameter equivalent solar cell circuit (cf. [14, 15]).
The standard five-parameter equivalent solar cell
circuit (see Figure 9) is a model that considers that
the solar cell is equivalent to a single diode. For
our photovoltaic array, we will assume that all solar
cells are equal without any deficiencies. The name
of the circuit derives from the fact that there are
five unknowns that need to be determined, namely
the source current Ipv , the saturation current Is the
shunt resistance Rsh the series resistance Rs and the
diode ideality factor m.
The expression that gives the terminal electric current I that passes through the solar cell





Im
Is
Im
Vm + Rs Im
=
1 − Rs
exp
Vm
mVt
Vm
mVt


1
Im
+
1 − Rs
,
Rsh
Vm
(14)





Voc
Rs Isc
Isc = Is exp
− exp
mVt
mVt
Voc − Rs Isc
,
+
Rsh

Im





V + Rs I
V + Rs I
I = Ipv − Is exp
−1 −
,
mVt
Rsh
(12)

−
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Rs
1+
Rsh



(15)




Voc
= Is exp
mVt


Vm Rs Im
Voc − Vm
− Is exp
+
.
mVt
Rsh
(16)

Rs
Is
+ (Rsh − Rs )
exp
Rsh
mVt



Rs Isc
mVt


= 0. (17)

3.4. Solar panel electric circuit configuration
With the description of each solar cell, it is
now possible to characterize the whole photovoltaic
panel. In Figure 10 we can see a schematic of the
electric circuit of the photovoltaic panel. The circuit is divided in four strings, and each one of them
has string with a fixed number of solar cells. In
parallel with each nod, there is a bypass diode, in
opposite polarity, to protect the solar cells.

The first stage of the computational model is to
determine the five reference parameters using the
standard solar cell model St. Next, we will use
these values in the numerical model N s in conjunction with hourly values of the effective irradiance
incident on the solar cells G, ambient temperature
T , and wind speed vwind . The irradiance on each
solar cell is considered to be an uniform average incident flux. Usually, for the cells of the bottom solar
PV panel there may be regions with higher density,
we neglect this non-uniformity because it amounts
to a small loss in output around 2% to 3% [17].

Figure 10: Schematic of the electric circuit of the
photovoltaic panel, with 4 strings with a number of
solar cells given by nodi .
Due to local shading or failure, cells can present
a much smaller short-circuit current than the rest
of devices in the series string. If the defective cells
are forced to pass a current higher than their generation capabilities, they become reverse-biased, even
entering the breakdown regime, and sinking power
instead of sourcing it. If this happens intense local heating can produce very high temperatures, so
called hot spots.
Although, the best configuration, in terms of efficiency, would be to have a bypass diode per solar
cell, this isn’t a convenient configuration, because
it increases the cost and the complexity of fabrication. We will use a configuration of four bypass
diodes specified by Solarus, that may be changed to
maximize the electrical efficiency.
The voltage in each string is the sum of the voltage of every solar cell, so the overall voltage of each
string is given by







−1 ,

Figure 11: Basic diagram of the computational network of the electric/thermal model, with the standard model St and the numerical system N s.
The first step of the numerical model is to determine the solar cell temperatures of both the top
and bottom solar PV panels. This is done by applying the thermal model for each of the 38 solar
cells. With this computation we determine the water temperature along the elliptical tubes and the
temperature of each solar cell.
Next we will use temperature and irradiance of
each solar cell and determine the five parameters
which describe the electric behaviour of the solar
cell: Ipv , Is , Rsh , Rs , and m. When all the five parameters are determined for each solar cell, we will
then compute the Vmpp and Impp for both the top
and bottom PV solar panel and obtain the power
output.

4. Results
Lastly, we can see in Table 4 the comparison of
the production costs per unit of electric energy prowhere Isbd is the bypass diode’s saturation cur- duced by the two electric configurations. As exrent, mbd is the ideality factor, and Vt,bd is the pected, the cost of for the new configuration devoltage temperature. For the model we assumed creased at least 6.71 %. Which means, we found an
that the diodes operate at STC with values of electric configuration that minimizes the effects of
Isbd = 1.6 × 10−9 A, mbd = 1, and Vt,bd = 25.7 mV. shading compared to the precious solution.
This equation gives us the voltage of the diode and,
5. Conclusions
subsequently, the power dissipated by the diode.
5.1. Achievements
3.5. Computational Model
We developed a new MaReCo design with an efTo obtain the annual electric and thermal output fective concentration of 1.83 and with a configuraof the concentrating PV/T system we developed a tion of strings with nod1=nod4=5 and nod2=nod3
computational model. A basic diagram specifying =14. This new design achieves a more uniform incithe different stages of the computation is illustrated dent irradiance distribution on the bottom surface
and it is, at least, 18.5% cheaper than the initial
in Figure 11.
Ibp = Isbd exp

Vbdi
mbd Vt,bd

(18)
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Table 3: Electrical and thermal annual energy outputs for the MaReCo 2.0 with a1 /f = 2.07 and
nod1 =nod4 =5 and nod2 =nod3 =14 , in Lisbon, Milan and Luga.
MaReCo 2.0 : a1 /f = 2.07

Region
Lisbon
Milan
Luga

Ee,T (kW h)

ηT (%)

FFT (%)

Ee,B (kW h)

ηB (%)

FFB (%)

Eth (kW h)

91.54±4.42
69.28±3.09
97.98±3.97

18.4
18.3
18.3

75.3
74.5
75.2

85.29±9.80
62.60±7.70
93.15±10.6

15.8
15.6
16.1

64.4
63.3
65.6

397.10±2.36
281.19±1.76
465.53±2.74

Table 4: Comparison of production cost per unit of electric energy produced by the MaReCo 1.0 with
a1 /f = 2.21 and with electric configuration: nod1 =nod4 =9 and nod2 =nod3 =10 and by the MaReCo 2.0
with a1 /f = 2.07 and with electric configuration: nod1 =nod4 =5 and nod2 =nod3 =14, in Lisbon, Milan
and Luga.
Region

MaReCo 1.0 : a1 /f = 2.21
−1

cost(e kW
Lisbon
Milan
Luga

−1

h

MaReCo 2.0 : a1 /f = 2.07

)

cost(e kW−1 h−1 )

cost decrease (%)

0.152
0.204
0.141

18.7
19.0
18.5

0.187
0.252
0.173

obtain more accurate results, we must use a bigger
emitted photon sample size in the simulations.
The implementation of an anisotropic diffuse
characterization of the solar radiation in the raytracing simulation would provide a more appropriate approach to the problem and give more accurate
results.
For the PV/T system, using a more detailed thermal model, a non-uniform evaluation of the incident
solar flux on the receivers and a numerical evaluation of the reference parameters of the solar cell
standard model would also improve the overall solution.
Lastly, the construction and testing of the new
design in the studied locations would be an essential source which would corroborate the proposed
solution.

design.
We concluded that it is essential to have a correct
characterization of the diffuse irradiance, because
no concentrator can effectively concentrate diffuse
irradiance. So, for cases where there is more diffuse
irradiance than beam irradiance, the top PV solar panel outperforms the bottom PV solar panel.
Another factor which heavily influences the power
output of primarily the bottom PV solar panel is
the shading that occurs.
When we increase the inlet water temperature,
we observe that the cost per unit of electric energy
produced also increases. However, this is an important factor to take into account, since it didn’t
change the design choice.
For Lisbon, the annual electric energy output
obtained was (176.67±14.78) kW h, and the annual thermal energy output was (495.19±2.72) kW
h, with a cost of 0.152 e kW−1 h−1 . For Milan, the annual electric energy output obtained was
(131.86±12.39) kW h, and the annual thermal energy output was (359.56±2.15) kW h, with a cost
of 0.204 e kW−1 h−1 . For Luga, the annual electric energy output obtained was (190.94±14.38)
kW h, and the annual thermal energy output was
(565.70±3.06) kW h, with a cost of 0.141 e kW−1
h−1 .
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